
Walkable Neighbourhood
Workbook for City View

Toward a compact and complete community.
Toward a delightfully walkable neighbourhood. 

Toward healthier residents & a healthier environment.

THIS WORKSHOP HAS BEEN ORGANIZED IN                                           
COLLABORATION WITH ECOLOGY OTTAWA                                            

 Walkable Ottawa 



Definitions
What is a Walkable & Complete Community?
A neighbourhood that contains not just homes but also shops, services, parks, 
facilities for recreation, learning and worship, all within a safe and enjoyable 
walking distance, 15 minutes or roughly 1km.  

How can an urban car-centric neighbourhood become walkable?
Car-centric neighbourhoods often lack the density to support walkablity.  
Intensification through development that fosters the community's identity must be 
matched with investment in walkable infrastructure and the stores and services 
needed to serve existing and new community members.

What are the benefits of Walkable & Complete Communities?
More local businesses, safer streets, healthier residents, more diverse households, 
aging in place, better air quality, lower emissions, and a deeper sense of community.

ground oriented housing =  a dwelling unit that has direct access to the ground from
an exterior door that is at ground level or a short flight of steps above the ground

neighbourhood urban fabric = the built urban forms and landscapes in those parts 
of the city that are occupied predominantly by residential buildings

neighbourhood social fabric = residents and the social structures that connect them 
within a neighbourhood

transit node = areas that surround rapid transit stops and that are designated for high 
density mixed use development in recent City planning documents

neighbourhood commercial veins =  busier roads through communities which 
may or may not have businesses along them., and are often the formal or informal 
boundaries of neighbourhood fabric

small format commercial = small retail outlet (as opposed to big box store), for 
example a  local convenience store, curated thrift shop, local grocers, ice cream store, or 
coffee shop

gentle density = infill housing comprised of low to mid rise, multi unit buildings that 
are sized to fit with existing neighbours 
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Introduction
Ottawa will be intensifying, absorbing new population growth in
infill development.  We are growing, and there's lots of room for 
more people, but not if they all bring cars.  It's time for our 
neighbourhoods to become walkable. 
Following is a list of the most common barriers to walkability 
and the commonly missing pieces required to make our 
neighbourhoods into complete communities.

1.  Density to support transit and walkable services
2.  Safe walking routes, 4 seasons of the year
3.  Small Format Commercial
4.  Recreational and Social Services to compliment walkable urban 

population growth
5.  Delightful Walkability

Every neighbourhood is unique and best understood by 
neighbours working together with development professionals.  
Together we can understand your neighbourhoods.  Together we 
can set out a plan to transition your neighbourhood into a  
Walkable & Complete Community.  

This workbook contains the maps and information you will need 
to participate.  We will explain how to use the workbook in our  
1st Zoom Meeting.

1st Zoom Meeting:
DATE:  January 16
TIME:   9:30-10:30 am

Workbook (to do):
At Your Convenience
Work Due: 9pm, Jan. 20

2nd Zoom Meeting:
DATE:  January 23
TIME:   9:30-12:30 pm
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 WALKABILITY:  GATHERING INFORMATION

Mapping your Neighbourhood
It important that we understand your neighbourhood;  the 
features and qualities that run throughout, the differences from 
one section to another, special features an 'anomalies'.  

Take some time to carefully review the maps.  Take a walk in 
your neighbourhood and bring these maps with you.  

On MAP 1  we have located the following features:  parks, 
pedestrian paths and sidewalks, future transit stops, areas 
further than 1km from a transit stop, institutional buildings,  and 
the line of high voltage overhead wires.   Have we missed 
anything?  If so, please add it in.  

On MAP 2  please mark the following features;
• your favourite walking routes, and the features that you 

particularly enjoy about your walk
• the features that make your walk uncomfortable or unpleasant

• the places you wish you had a walking route to... but can't 
conveniently access on foot

• if you have more time, take one or two photos that particularly 
characterize the delightful features of your walk 

• if you have more time, take one or two photos that particularly 
characterize the uncomfortable or unpleasant features of your 
walk

• if you are a cyclist, annotate your regular bike routes, and the 
links from your neighbourhood to city bike networks 
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On MAP 3  we show the existing tree canopy that is on the City's 
GeoOttawa map.  We have highlighted in orange the streets that 
do not seem to have enough tree canopy to provide a shaded 
summer walk.  Compare the map to the streets you walk along, 
and make corrections.  Also , mark on the trees you like best.

On MAP 4  we show the 'shared' spaces in your community in 
grey.  (Did you know that 40% of the land on a typical street in 
your neighbourhood is City owned?)  

Map 4 also shows different lot sizes in your neighbourhood.  
Walk down a street of each lot pattern (one orange street, one 
pink, one yellow), and take a photo that you think captures the 
character of this pattern area.  

On MAP 5  please mark the following features; 
• annotate all shops and services that are within a 1km walk of

your home but only the ones you can walk to without crossing a 
parking lot
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ABOUT THE STUDY AREA OF CITY VIEW:
This 1.7km2 area contains approximately 1430 homes on 82 city blocks.  
It includes a historic farm house, 2 schools and 3 churches and a small 
museum.  It is neighboured by the large Algonquin College Campus, 
and slated to have a transit station at it's south western corner.  It's 
eastern boundary, Merivale Road, is a wide, high traffic street lined 
with parking lots and big box stores. 

 

 ADD MORE INFO HERE...
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 INFORMATION ABOUT WALKABILITY

Practically Walkable - Practical, Safe and Efficient walking access for everyday needs
➔ Transit or walk to work
➔ grocery stores
➔ shopping & restaurants
➔ amenities, recreation, green spaces
➔ schools, daycare
➔ health care and personal services

Delightfully Walkable - A Pleasing Pedestrian Experience
➔ Trees, gardens and wild spaces
➔ Variety
➔ shops and services front facing windows and seasonal patios
➔ porches and balconies
➔ personalized features in front of homes
➔ Parks
➔ Views & spaces of varied size
➔ other people
➔ familiar faces

Barriers to Walkability – Aspects that reduce practicality and delight in walking
➔ Long blank stretches of building (i.e. Long apartment buildings)
➔ Diminished Safety, large empty stretches of street, no sidewalks, or 

high traffic streets
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There  are two primary components  to  making a neighbourhood
walkable.  To be truly walkable such that individuals would prefer
to  walk  rather  than  to  drive,  a  neighbourhood  must  be  both
Practically Walkable & Delightfully Walkable.



                IDEAS ABOUT PARKS 
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 WORKSHOPS AND ZOOM MEETINGS

Zoom Meetings:  

Workshops will be held on Zoom.   If you do not already have Zoom on 
your computer you will have to download it in advance of the Workshop.
Ecology Ottawa will send you an invitation and a link.  

The workshops will be recorded.  Turn off your video is you do not wish 
to be included in the recording.  

It is important to find a quiet room -- we will need to turn our mikes on 
to share ideas.  

Preparation for 2nd Zoom Meeting: 

In preparation for the 2nd Zoom Meeting all maps and photos must be 
scanned or photographed and sent to our team at:  
info@walkableottawa.ca  

This data will be compiled formatted to share on screen during the 
workshops as needed. 

During the workshop  breakout sessions, you may want to mark ideas on
the following map or diagram and hold them up for your group 
members to see.  Please have some bright coloured markers handy.
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       WORKSHOPS AND ZOOM MEETINGS  

2nd Zoom Meeting:
Saturday, January 23, 2021, 9:30-12:30pm

INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME

The Walkability of our Neighbourhood                                                    
 

What makes new homes 'fit-in' and improve our streets?

Parks in our Neighbourhood

Small Commercial Veins (SCV) in our Neighbourhood 

Sidewalks, Bike Lanes and Transitional Parking

CONCLUSION 
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